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Recent theories of metrical structure in Optimality Theory differ starkly in whether feet 
can be aligned gradiently (McCarthy and Prince 1993, Gordon 2002, Hyde 2002) or only 
categorically (Kager 2001, 2005, McCarthy 2003, Buckley 2009). Particularly 
challenging for certain categorical theories are apparent cases of the initial-dactyl effect, 
where all feet align rightward except for the leftmost, combined with End Rule Right, 
such that the main stress does not participate in the left-edge effect. Hyde and McCord 
(2012) argue that Spanish, which has such a pattern, requires gradient directional 
alignment; I show that a more complete account of Spanish stress makes such gradience 
unnecessary. 
 Spanish secondary stress actually has two patterns (Harris 1983, Roca 1986): a more 
colloquial pronunciation that can include an initial dactyl, and a more “rhetorical” with 
right alignment; so we must first account for variation. In addition, the initial dactyl is 
found across a phrase (Navarro Tomás 1977, Roca 1986); so we must also account for 
phrasal interactions.  
 I argue that the formal, right-aligned pattern is created lexically, but phrasally a new 
trochaic foot is potentially left-aligned with a prosodic phrase. In colloquial style, the 
left-aligned foot overrides faithfulness to lexical foot structure; but in rhetorical style, 
faithfulness wins. Any theory of phonology requires some account of the difference 
between lexical and phrasal patterns. Under the analysis proposed here, which takes 
advantage of the two components, the metrical system itself remains more restricted, 
without resorting to the computational and formal complexity of gradient alignment. 
 
1. Gradient alignment 
 
Traditional metrical phonology uses ordered rules to create iterative feet (Hayes 1995) or 
similar metrical structure (Halle and Idsardi 1995) by building one constituent at a time in 
a particular direction. For example, in Pintupi (Hansen and Hansen 1969) stress occurs on 
the first syllable and on every subsequent odd-numbered syllable, excluding the final. 
This pattern can be generated by building a disyllabic foot on the first two syllables, then 
on the next two, and so forth, until there are no longer at least two syllables remaining. 
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The fact that the final syllable in a word of odd parity is unfooted follows from the left-
to-right direction of the parse. (Forms are given orthographically.) 
 
(1) a. ( pú liŋ ) ( kà la ) tju ‘we (sat) on the hill’ 
 b. ( tjá mu ) ( lìm pa ) ( tjùŋ ku ) ‘our relation’ 
 c. ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) ( làm pa ) tju ‘the fire for our benefit flared up’  
(2) ṭi ḷi ři ŋu lam pa tju 
 → ( ṭí ḷi ) ři ŋu lam pa tju 
 → ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) lam pa tju 
 → ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) ( làm pa ) tju 
 
Theories of metrical structure in classic Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) 
face the fundamental task of positioning multiple feet correctly without iterative oper-
ations. A close analogy to iterative foot construction involves gradient alignment of all 
feet toward one end of the domain (McCarthy and Prince 1993, Gordon 2002, Hyde 
2002); in this case, ALL-FT-LEFT penalizes every foot that is not at the left edge of the 
word, and does so gradiently by counting the number of syllables that intervene. PARSE-
SYL and FT-BIN are ranked high to favor the maximum number of binary feet. 
 
(3)  FT-BIN PARSE-SYL ALL-FT-LEFT 
  a. ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) ( làm pa ) ( tjù ) *!  0+2+4+6 = 12 
 ☞ b. ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) ( làm pa ) tju  * 0+2+4 = 6 
  c. ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) lam ( pà tju )  * 0+2+5 = 7! 
  d. ( ṭí ḷi ) ři ( ŋù lam ) ( pà tju )  * 0+3+5 = 8! 
  e. ṭi ( ḷí ři ) ( ŋù lam ) ( pà tju )  * 1+3+5 = 9! 
  f. ( ṭí ḷi ) ři ŋu lam pa tju  **!*** 0 
 
In Harmonic Serialism (McCarthy 2000), such feet can be constructed one by one just as 
in traditional approaches, while maintaining gradient alignment (Pruitt 2010). Other 
authors argue, however, that gradient alignment of feet, like all gradient constraint 
evaluation, should be rejected on formal and typological grounds in favor of constraints 
that are strictly categorical (Kager 2001, 2005, McCarthy 2003, Buckley 2009). General 
arguments against gradient alignment include that fact that the notion of alignment has 
been used inconsistently, but primarily in a categorical manner, so that a more consistent 
approach would have only categorical interpretations (Zoll 1996, McCarthy 2003); that 
gradient evaluation is massively nonlocal in its formal properties and cannot be modeled 
by a finite state machine (Eisner 2000, Bíró 2003, Riggle 2004, Heinz 2009); and that for 
these reasons, not only alignment but all constraints in OT should be categorical in their 
interpretation (Eisner 1997, McCarthy 2003). I focus here on a rhythmic approach to foot 
placement as an alternative to gradient alignment. 
  
1.1 Rhythmic constraints 
 
In a categorical approach that evaluates fully footed candidates, methods other than 
gradient alignment are necessary to control the positioning of medial feet, which are not 
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adjacent to any edge and therefore cannot be categorically aligned with an edge. Kager 
(2001, 2005) argues that most feet should in fact be positioned not by alignment at all, 
but by reference to rhythmic structure – especially the positions of lapses, or adjacent 
unstressed syllables. Here ALIGN-WORD-LEFT is categorical, violated if no foot occurs at 
the left edge of the word. *LAPSE penalizes any sequence of two unstressed syllables, 
whereas LAPSE-AT-END penalizes only a lapse that occurs in any position other than the 
end (right edge) of the word. The final constraint is discussed below. 
 
(4) ALIGN-WORD-LEFT Align (PrWd, Left, Foot, Left)  
 *LAPSE  No two adjacent unstressed syllables. 
 LAPSE-AT-END Lapse must be adjacent to the right edge.  
 LAPSE-AT-PEAK Lapse must be adjacent to the peak.  
 
(5)  ALIGN-L *LAPSE LAPSE-AT-END 
 ☞ a. ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) ( làm pa ) tju  *  
  b. ( ṭí ḷi ) ( řì ŋu ) lam ( pà tju )  * *! 
  c. ( ṭí ḷi ) ři ( ŋù lam ) ( pà tju )  * *! 
  d. ṭi ( ḷí ři ) ( ŋù lam ) ( pà tju ) *!   
 
Kager argues that rhythmic constraints provide a better typological account of the world’s 
stress patterns, avoiding predictions of gradient alignment that he considers to be empir-
ically unmotivated.1 McCarthy (2003) advocates the same constraints because they are 
categorical in nature, and thus are both formally and empirically superior to gradient 
evaluation. Buckley (2009) argues for a more rigorously local formulation of the 
constraints that evaluate different rhythmic configurations, and therefore makes different 
typological predictions, but does this within a strictly categorical framework. 
 A central aspect of the rhythmic theory is that the evaluation of lapses depends on the 
location of main stress. This effect derives from the additional constraint LAPSE-AT-
PEAK, where the “peak” is the main stress. This constraint accounts for languages such as 
Garawa (Furby 1974), which is similar to Pintupi except that the lapse occurs 
immediately after the initial foot, rather than at the right edge. (The medial stresses are of 
lower, tertiary prominence, but this is independent of the exact positioning of the feet.) 
 
(6) a. ( ká ma ) la ( řì nji ) ‘wrist’ 
 b. ( yá ka ) ( là ka ) ( làm pa ) ‘loose’ 
 c. ( ŋán ki ) ři ( kì rim ) ( pà yi ) ‘fought with boomerangs’ 
 d. ( ná ři ) ŋin ( mù ku ) ( njì na ) ( mì ra ) ‘at your own many’ 
 
In Pintupi, LAPSE-AT-END generates the apparent effect of left-to-right iterative parsing, 
by ensuring that the leftover syllable is at the right edge. In Garawa, on the other hand, 

                                                
1 Kager (2012) argues against the lapse-based rhythmic theory and introduces a new approach in which 

ternary feet are sometimes created by adjoining one syllable to a binary foot, as in the pseudo-dactyl 
([σ ́σ]σ). Such feet would presumably yield an account of the Spanish initial dactyl effect discussed below 
without reference to lapses, but Kager does not give an analysis of secondary stresses. At any rate, the new 
theory, like Kager (2001, 2005), does not make use of gradient alignment and is consistent with the general 
claim of this paper. 
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LAPSE-AT-PEAK ensures that the unparsed syllable occurs immediately after the initial, 
main stress foot.2 
 
(7)  ALIGN-L *LAPSE LAPSE-AT-PEAK 
 ☞ a. ( ŋán ki ) ři ( kì rim ) ( pà yi )  *  
  b. ( ŋán ki ) ( řì ki ) rim ( pà yi )  * *! 
  c. ( ŋán ki ) ( řì ki ) ( rìm pa ) yi  * *! 
  d. ŋan ( kí ři ) ( kì rim ) ( pà yi ) *!   
 
 This constraint set predicts that there will be no “anti-Garawa” language (Kager 
2005) in which the lapse occurs after an initial secondary stress foot, because neither 
LAPSE-AT-END nor LAPSE-AT-PEAK favors that outcome. Yet precisely this “initial 
dactyl” pattern – named for the long-short-short sequence (σ ̄σ ̆σ ̆) of a dactylic foot in 
classical meter – has been cited for certain languages with main stress at the right edge, 
such as Indonesian (Cohn 1989, 1993). Here only loanwords are revealing, since native 
vocabulary shows cyclic effects. 
 
(8) a. ( kòn ti ) nu ( á si ) ‘continuation’ 
 b. ( ò to ) ( bì o ) ( grá fi ) ‘autobiography’ 
 c. ( à me ) ri ( kà ni ) ( sá si ) ‘Americanization’ 
 d. ( dè mi ) li ( tè ri ) ( sá si ) ‘demilitarization’ 
 e. ( èk sis ) ten ( sì a ) ( lís me ) ‘existentialism’ 
 
Words with just two feet, such as (kònti)nu(ási), do not present a formal problem in the 
categorical theory, since one need only align a foot categorically at both the left and right 
edges; and with full footing, as in (òto)(bìo)(gráfi), there is no issue of where the lapse 
occurs. The challenge comes in long words with five syllables preceding the main stress, 
since the medial foot then has to be placed without appeal to gradient alignment.3 
 Using numerals to indicate the level of stress, we can summarize that a gradient 
theory easily generates initial dactyl (20)0(20)(10) as well as right-aligned 0(20)(20)(10). 
(Here “right-aligned” is intended to be descriptive, and not to imply the use of ALL-FT-
R.) For Kager, due to the role of main stress in determining the positions of lapses, an 
initial dactyl is possible in left-headed (10)0(20)(20) but not in (20)0(20)(10). Similarly, 
the rhythmic theory generates the pattern attested in Piro, (20)(20)0(10), and rules out 
“anti-Piro”, (10)(20)0(20), with primary stress at the left but a lapse before a final 
secondary stress foot. 
 For Indonesian, LAPSE-AT-PEAK would favor *(àme)(rìka)ni(sási), with the lapse 
before the final foot, equivalent to Piro (Kager 2001). Kager attributes the medial 
secondary stress not to the native phonology, but rather to Dutch, the source language for 
the relevant loanwords. Kager notes that all Indonesian words cited with this pattern are 
borrowed from Dutch, where they arise cyclically from the primary stress on the 

                                                
2 Kager (2005) replaces LAPSE-AT-PEAK with *LAPSE-IN-TROUGH, i.e. no lapse between secondary 

stresses, which makes different overall typological predictions but does not differ for the current data; form 
(7c) does not violate *LAPSE-IN-TROUGH but would be ruled out by undominated ALIGN-WORD-RIGHT. 

3 Similarly, although English also has an initial-dactyl effect, words such as (Wìnne)pe(sáukee) are too 
short to have a medial foot, and categorical left-alignment of a foot will account for the secondary stress. 
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contained adjective (Amerikáan, militáir, existentíeel), but claims that in Indonesian it is 
an arbitrary fact about these words. Thus, although Indonesian could be analyzed by 
gradient alignment, the evidence comes from loanwords in which the right solution is not 
obviously a matter of productive metrical phonology. 
 Another potential challenge is Hawaiian as presented by Prince (1983), with patterns 
such as (pùle)le(húa) ‘butterfly’. But not all words show the apparent initial dactyl, for 
example ma(kùa)(híne) ‘mother, aunt’ (Schütz 1978). Kager states that this pattern (and 
perhaps a similar pattern in Fijian) cannot be generated solely by the basic metrical 
constraints and requires lexicalized secondary stresses. There may also be a role for 
morphological or special word-internal prosodic structure (Schütz 1981).  
 The third potentially problematic language that Kager (2001) mentions is Spanish. He 
says that in this language the “initial dactyl pattern is not basic, but derived”; the facts 
that he describes, however, are not the complete pattern. Nevertheless, I argue in this 
paper that his essential response is correct, and that the Spanish facts present no problem 
for the rhythmic theory and do not require gradient alignment constraints. 
 
2. Spanish stress 
 
Primary stress in Spanish falls within a three-syllable window at the right edge of the 
word, depending partly on syllable structure but also heavily affected by morphological 
and idiosyncratic properties of words. This fact can be illustrated by some minimal 
contrasts, presented in standard orthography with the addition of accent marks for stress 
in words that normally lack them (as also throughout this paper). 
 
(9) a. per dí da ‘lost, stray (f.)’ 
 b. pér di da ‘loss, waste’  
(10) a. so li ci tó ‘he/she solicited’ 
 b. so li cí to ‘I solicit’ 
 c. so lí ci to ‘solicitous’ 
 
These and other differences can be generated by a combination of lexical stresses, extra-
metricality, and syllable weight (see, for example, Harris 1983), but I will not pursue a 
specific analysis of the primary stress facts here.  
 Secondary stress, on the other hand, does not show any effects of syllable weight or 
lexical or morphological properties. In the most commonly attested pattern, when a word 
is sufficiently long, Spanish secondary stress occurs on alternating syllables preceding the 
main stress. Important for the present discussion is that we find the initial dactyl effect 
when an odd number of syllables precedes the main stress (Harris 1983, Roca 1986, Hyde 
and McCord 2012); here I indicate the inferred trochaic foot structure as well as the 
levels of stress. 
 
(11) (gène)ra(tívo) ‘generative’ 
 (gràma)ti(cál)  ‘grammatical’ 
 (Cònstan)ti(nópla) ‘Constantinople’  
(12) (gràma)ti(càli)(dád) ‘grammaticality’ 
 (màte)ma(tìci)(dád)  ‘mathematicity’  
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 (nàtu)ra(lìza)(ción) ‘naturalization’ 
 (ràcio)na(lìza)(ción) ‘rationalization’ 
 (bùro)cra(tìza)(ción) ‘bureaucratization’ 
 (Tlàtla)u(quìte)(péc) municipality in Puebla state, Mexico  
(13) (cònstan)ti(nòpo)(lìza)(ción) ‘Constantinoplization’ 
 
As shown by Hyde and McCord (2012), only a subset of these words can be accounted 
for by means of a cyclic derivation, or by some equivalent in Optimality Theory such as 
multiple lexical strata (Kiparsky 2000, Bermúdez-Otero 2011). For example, the medial 
stress in (gràma)ti(càli)(dád) could be attributed to a relationship with the contained 
constituent (gràma)ti(cál), since the medial secondary stress in the noun corresponds to 
the primary stress in the adjective. Such words do not, therefore, present a problem for 
Kager’s rhythmic theory if supplemented by morphological relationships.  
 In forms such as (màte)ma(tìci)(dád), however, reference to the stress in related 
(màte)(máti)co ‘mathematical’ makes exactly the wrong prediction for the medial foot, 
i.e. *(màte)(màti)ci(dád). The same problem exists for (nàtu)ra(lìza)(ción), where the 
medial stress fails to match either (nàtu)(rál) ‘natural’ or (nàtu)(ràli)(zár) ‘to naturalize’. 
Further, borrowed placenames such as (Tlàtla)u(quìte)(péc) presumably have no internal 
structure in Spanish, so the stress placement is necessarily determined without reference 
to another form, and such loanwords are also a problem for the purely rhythmic account. 
Hyde and McCord argue on this basis that the theory requires gradient alignment in order 
to be empirically adequate. I claim, however, that a fuller picture of Spanish secondary 
stress placement requires two steps in the derivation, and that these two steps – each one 
evaluated rhythmically – make gradient alignment unnecessary. 
 
2.1 Variation in Spanish secondary stress 
 
Detailed descriptions of Spanish secondary stress (Harris 1983, Roca 1986) report two 
variants: one, more common and colloquial, that follows the initial-dactyl pattern already 
illustrated in the previous section; and another, more formal or emphatic, in which feet 
are fully aligned to the right. Harris reports this as one of several “firmly established” 
generalizations regarding Spanish stress. (Hyde and McCord mention the second pattern, 
but do not analyze it.) Harris (1983) says that the right-aligned pattern “has a rhetorical 
tinge” and is “often heard in newscasting, in lecturing, and in highlighted chunks of 
otherwise informal speech.” Hualde (2007) reports that this style is “very frequent in 
news broadcasts”, is “also found in other types of public discourse, such as lectures and 
speeches”, and “conveys a certain ‘didactic’ tone.” I follow Harris in calling this the 
rhetorical style. 
 Hualde (2007) reports a number of examples of such pronunciations that he observed 
in news broadcasts and lectures; some that reflect right-aligned footing are given here. 
 
(14) de(tèrmi)(nádo) ‘determined’ 
 en(càmi)(náda) ‘directed, aimed’ 
 pre(pòsi)(ciónes) ‘prepositions’ 
 me(tàlin)(güísti)ca ‘metalinguistic’ 
 ca(pàci)(dád) ‘capacity, ability’ 
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 e(vòlu)(ción) ‘evolution’ 
 tra(dìcio)(nál) ‘traditional’ 
 in(tròdu)(cír) ‘to introduce’ 
 
Roca (1986) gives a set of morphologically related words to illustrate this style of footing 
in domains of various lengths. 
 
(15) (Cònstan)(tíno) ‘Constantine’  
 Cons(tànti)(nópla) ‘Constantinople’  
 (cònstan)(tìno)(pléño) ‘Constantinople guy’  
 cons(tànti)(nòple)(ár) ‘to hang out in Constantinople’ 
 (cònstan)(tìno)(pòli)(táno) ‘Constantinopolitan’  
 cons(tànti)(nòpo)(lìza)(ción) ‘Constantinoplization’ 
 
Because this stress pattern reflects a different style or register of speech, rather than a 
different dialect of the language, there is intraspeaker variation in the realization of 
secondary stresses. 
 
(16) (gène)ra(tívo) ~ ge(nèra)(tívo) 
 (gràma)ti(càli)(dád)  gra(màti)(càli)(dád) 
 (Cònstan)ti(nópla)  Cons(tànti)(nópla) 
 (cònstan)ti(nòpo)(lìza)(ción)  cons(tànti)(nòpo)(lìza)(ción) 
 
The very existence of these two pronunciations calls into question an account that focuses 
on generating just the colloquial style. Plainly, the grammar of any speaker who controls 
both these styles must include a way of generating either stress pattern.  
 
2.2 Secondary stress and phrasal context 
 
In addition, secondary stress interacts with phrasal context in a way that requires a further 
dimension to the analysis. For instance, word-internal stresses may show a rhetorical-type 
pattern if a syllable is added to the left within the phrase and a new foot is constructed 
over the two free syllables (Roca 1986). 
 
(17) Cons(tànti)(nópla) ‘Constantinople’ 
 (èn Cons)(tànti)(nópla) ‘in Constantinople’  
 cons(tànti)(nòpo)(lìza)(ción) ‘Constantinoplization’ 
 (là cons)(tànti)(nòpo)(lìza)(ción) ‘the Constantinoplization’ 
 
But just as we find variation within words, two patterns are possible in at least some 
phrasal configurations (although the full extent of variation possible is not thoroughly 
described in the literature). 
 
(18) (Cònstan)(tíno) ‘Constantine’ 
 por (Cònstan)(tíno)  ~  (pòr Cons)tan(tíno) ‘for Constantine’ 
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The position of the secondary stress on (Cònstan)(tíno) is not variable, but this position 
may or may not be what is found in the larger phrase; it can be preserved, in which case 
por is unfooted and we have the effect of full right-alignment; or a new foot can be 
constructed that begins with por, resulting in an initial dactyl effect. This is precisely the 
kind of variation attested within a single word of the same length, such as generativo. 
 When a syllable must remain unfooted, however, the initial dactyl pattern is 
commonly found across word boundaries in phrases (Navarro Tomás 1977); compare 
these examples to (gène)ra(tívo).4 
 
(19) (sòbre) la (frénte) ‘on the front’ 
 (pòr la) ma(ñána) ‘in the morning’ 
 (èn la) cor(riénte) ‘in the current’  
 
But the equivalent of right-alignment is also attested in phrases (Hualde 2007), parallel to 
ge(nèra)(tívo). 
 
(20) la (pòbla)(ción) ‘the population’  
 en (èl e)(xílio) ‘in exile’  
 
An example such as la (pòbla)(ción) can be generated simply by maintaining the lexical 
stress – something that is also true of all the other nouns here. But stress on the article el 
in en (èl e)(xílio) cannot be a hold-over from the lexical derivation. This issue is 
addressed below in section 7.  
 
3. A two-stage analysis 
 
A formal analysis must include some account of the sytlistic variation – for example, two 
possible constraint rankings depending the speech style. The obvious constraints that 
have to change their ranking are ALIGN-FT-L and *LAPSE, since the two styles differ in 
their satisfaction of them. Why not one-stage variation in ranking of the constraints, to 
generate both options? Because we would still be using gradient alignment, ALL-FT-R, 
and I have claimed that this power is not available to the theory.  
 In addition, we also need to take into account footing at the phrasal level, when a 
function word is grouped with the following lexical word. The analysis I propose is that 
the right-aligned pattern is basic, and assigned lexically; the initial dactyl is (sometimes) 
later derived from it at the phrasal level. 
 Lexically, right-aligned feet are created. This is consistent across speech styles, but 
what happens phrasally depends on the style of speech. In colloquial style, a left-aligned 
foot overrides faithfulness to the lexical foot structure. (Or, in a rule-based approach, a 
rule inserting a foot occurs only in the colloquial style.) A left-aligned trochee is created, 
relative to a prosodic constituent that has been constructed over an XP; examples include 
prepositions and articles. The exact outcome depends on style and the interaction of 
lexical footing with new syllabic material; but in rhetorical style, faithfulness wins and no 

                                                
4 The sources focus almost exclusively on examples of nouns and noun phrases, but verbs and their 

proclitics are assumed to behave in a similar manner, setting aside the frequent morphological basis of 
primary stress in verbs. 
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initial dactyl arises.5 When sufficient material is added before the noun, a new foot can be 
created faithfully it need not affect the structure that is already present; this is a single 
syllable before a word that does not have an initial stress, or two or more syllables added 
before any word. 
 We can generate the effect of rightward alignment by the ranking *LAPSE >> ALIGN-
FT-L; this gives us the rhetorical style. But we generate the colloquial style, potentially 
with an initial dactyl, under the ranking ALIGN-FT-L >> *LAPSE and FT-FAITH. 
 
(21) a. (Cònstan)(tíno) lexical footing  
 b. por (Cònstan)(tíno) phrasal footing: faithful to the lexical 
  (pòr Cons)tan(tíno) phrasal footing: unfaithful left-alignment 
 
Under the right configuration, both constraints can be satisfied in the same output. 
 
(22) a. Cons(tànti)(nópla) lexical footing  
 b. (èn Cons)(tànti)(nópla) phrasal footing: faithful and left-aligned 
 
The same variable ranking at the phrasal level generates the attested variation in the 
placement of secondary stresses within single words. The lexical footing 0(20)(20)(10) 
will become phrasal (20)0(20)(10) or remain 0(20)(20)(10) depending on whether ALIGN-
FT-L is high ranked for colloquial style, over both *LAPSE and FT-FAITH. 
 
(23) a. gra(màti)(càli)(dád) lexical footing  
 b. gra(màti)(càli)(dád) phrasal footing: faithful to the lexical 
  (gràma)ti(càli)(dád) phrasal footing: unfaithful left-alignment 
 
Note, crucially, that the position of the medial secondary stress was determined in the 
lexicon, when all feet were right-aligned; at the phrasal level, this stress is the result of 
preservation of that stress, and is not directly determined by phrasal rhythmic properties. 
Because ALIGN-FT-L does not interact with the medial foot, faithfulness is observed for 
(càli) even when it is not for (màti). The unattested candidate *(gràma)(tìca)li(dád) 
would require a gratuitous violation of faithfulness and is correctly excluded. 
 
3.1 Phrasal prosodic structure 
 
In broad strokes, this analysis predicts that a form such as (pòr Cons)tan(tíno) is more 
characteristic of colloquial style, with which it shares the phrasal ranking *LAPSE >> 
ALIGN-FT-L, FT-FAITH, whereas por (Cònstan)(tíno) is predicted to be rhetorical. The 
complication, however, is that there also appears to be variation in prosodic structure at 
the phrasal level. 
 As noted above, a phrase such as a PP may show left-alignment of a foot or the 
equivalent of full right-alignment. This variation can be fully independent of any possible 
differences from lexical stress, as in the following words. 
 
                                                

5 Higher faithfulness always holds for the main stress, since it is not shifted phrasally in short words.  
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(24) e(xílio) lexical footing 
 en (èl e)(xílio) phrasal footing, all feet right-aligned  
(25) cor(riénte) lexical footing 
 (èn la) cor(riénte) phrasal footing, one foot left-aligned 
 
The pattern en (èl e)(xílio) is ambiguous between right-alignment of feet in the entire 
domain, or left-alignment of a foot in some domain smaller than the full PP, namely that 
defined by the DP el exilio. The right-aligned pattern is not difficult for the rhythmic 
theory to generate; all one needs is a high ranking of *LAPSE to prefer the right-aligned 
pattern in a trochaic system. Nonetheless, an alternative is to locate the variation in the 
relation of feet to the XP structure rather than the position of feet relative to the entire 
domain. 
 
(26) [PP (èn [DP la) [N cor(riénte) ] ] ] aligned with PP 
 [PP en [DP (èl [N e)(xílio) ] ] ] aligned with DP 
 
Following a long line of work that aligns larger constituents such as prosodic phrases 
with XP boundaries (see Selkirk 2011), I assume that the point of variation in locating the 
additional secondary stress at the left is mainly a matter of the prosodic phrasing rather 
than the feet directly, and ALIGN-FT-L then refers to this structure. In other words, en 
(èl e)(xílio) reflects a prosodic boundary at the left edge of the DP, whereas (èn la) 
cor(riénte) lacks a boundary in that position. 
 A further pair of examples (Hualde 2007) provides another sort of pattern; note that 
the first form might be more properly (de la) (lìte)ra(túra) with poor realization of the 
first foot, or the two function words might be adjoined to the noun in such a way as to 
preclude them from forming a foot together.6 
 
(27) de la (lìte)ra(túra) ‘of (the) literature’  
 de (là li)(tèra)(túra) emphatic 
 
Hualde identifies de (là li)(tèra)(túra) as uncommon and “highly emphatic”, and 
attributes it to a rhythmic alternation across the word (from right to left, or right-aligned). 
Equally it could result from high-ranked *LAPSE at the phrasal level. If one assumes a 
separate lexical derivation in which both li(tèra)(túra) and (lìte)ra(túra) are possible 
outputs – as one might find in a theory that includes gradient alignment – then 
(lìte)ra(túra) could simply be faithful to that output. But my analysis produces only 
li(tèra)(túra) in the lexicon, and the change to (lìte)ra(túra) occurs phrasally due to 
ALIGN-FT-L. This means that ALIGN-FT-L here refers to the left edge of the NP, 
indirectly via a prosodic phrase.  
 The choice of phrasal prosodification might be affected by pragmatic or stylistic 
conditions that are not identical to the colloquial versus rhetorical context that determines 
whether a foot is left-aligned within the phrase. Although this case is interesting, there is 

                                                
6 See Selkirk (1995) for discussion of various types of prosodic structures that may arise in phrases that 

combine function and lexical words. 
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not clear enough data available for all the possible configurations and points of variation 
to say whether left-alignment is the entire story at the phrasal level.7 
 
3.2 Against a purely phrasal analysis 
 
Roca and Hualde essentially assume that all secondary stresses are assigned at a phrasal 
level. Why not adopt this approach? The first problem, central to the point of this paper, 
is that OT would then require gradient alignment at the phrasal level. But this is a theory-
internal reason. More generally, alternating stress systems seem to assign feet iteratively 
as a default option – in some theories (e.g. Halle and Idsardi 1995), iterative footing is the 
only choice, and in OT the constraint PARSE-SYL ensures that multiple feet should be 
created unless there is a specific reason not to do so. It is therefore actually the unmarked 
choice to have iterative lexical footing.  
 Since a foot can cross a word boundary, we clearly need phrasal footing of some sort. 
But that level never determines more than the leftmost foot in the relevant domain. Thus 
the simplest (and most unmarked) approach is two steps: iterative footing within the 
word, and just one extra foot in the (potentially) larger phrase, which can disrupt the 
leftmost lexical foot but does not disturb any others. 
 Hyde and McCord are correct that word-internal faithfulness or cyclicity will not 
generate all the Spanish data in a categorical alignment approach. But the alternative to 
gradient alignment nonetheless lies in a different variety of faithfulness, between the 
lexical and phrasal components, as assumed here. Any complete theory requires some 
account of the difference between lexical and phrasal patterns (see Kaisse and McMahon 
2011); the analysis proposed here simply makes use of that architecture. 
 
4. Empirical questions 
 
The literature has often been vague or conflicting about the status of secondary stresses in 
Spanish. Hualde (2010) reports that secondary stresses are not common in most 
conversational speech, and typically will not be found in read experimental materials, 
which has limited the effectiveness of lab studies; but they can reach a high frequency in 
certain styles (emphatic or “didactic”). He also notes a lack of explicitness on the part of 
phonologists regarding the relative abstract character of the stress patterns that they have 
described. I assume that feet may be present that are not always (or not saliently) realized 
phonetically; that is, I accept the presence of metrical heads that might not always be 
realized (Buckley 2009), or might not be realized very clearly. 
 I have analyzed data here that motivate a grammar in which both stress patterns are 
possible; the lexical derivation produces the rhetorical pattern, which is most often 
modified in the phrasal component. Could there be grammars of Spanish in which the 

                                                
7 For example, we might predict the variation (èn Cons)(tànti)(nópla) ~ en (Cònstan)ti(nópla), but 

Roca does not discuss this possibility. If full right-alignment does occur freely at the phrasal level, possibly 
due to *LAPSE, then we predict we should find so(brè la) (frénte) as a possible pronunciation, one that 
should perhaps be as common as en (èl e)(xílio). If, however, this apparent right-alignment in the phrase is 
actually left-alignment to a smaller XP, then stress on the second syllable of sobre should not occur since 
that syllable falls in the middle of a morpheme. I have not seen an example of that kind of stress on a 
disyllabic preposition, which suggests that the left-alignment analysis is correct, but this general question 
awaits closer study of variation in the placement of secondary stresses. 
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“rhetorical” stress pattern is completely absent? This would mean that for such speakers, 
phrasal left-alignment is obligatory, i.e., ALIGN-FT-L >> *LAPSE, FT-FAITH without 
variation. But do they still create the rhetorical pattern in the lexicon, even if it is not 
realized on the surface? The theory advocated here requires that assumption. 
 In any model that includes both lexical and phrasal effects, a derivation with right-
alignment in the lexicon and one left-aligned foot in the phrase will be available to the 
learner. If the theory also permits gradient directionality, then (gràma)ti(càli)(dád) has 
two possible derivations: different categorical alignments in the two components as 
proposed here, and single-representation generation of the initial-dactyl effect. From this 
perspective, gradient alignment is redundant and gives unneeded power. In essence, the 
learner notices that all the feet align to the right except for the leftmost foot, which is also 
influenced by the larger phrasal context. If gradient alignment is unavailable in the formal 
apparatus of the theory, then the learner has no choice but to posit two stages of footing 
subject to slightly different principles. 
 
4.1 Typological predictions 
 
Taking into account phrasal alignment changes Kager’s (2001, 2005) typological 
predictions, which were a central part of the original motivation for the rhythmic theory. 
He relies on a single step of metrical evaluation for his claims, which is very common in 
the typological literature. But there is already evidence that these predictions are too 
restrictive and cannot be sustained; for example, they exclude the rare but attested 
languages that exhibit left-edge extrametricality (Buckley 2009).8  
 I propose that we acknowledge, and exploit, the already necessary power of the 
lexical–phrasal distinction and thereby avoid the computational and formal complexity of 
gradient alignment. This distinction, in some form, is independently motivated by 
decades of research on phonological patterns. This step keeps the metrical system itself 
more restricted, and we continue to make specific typological predictions. For example, 
we predict that no pattern like Spanish could occur strictly at the Stem level, but could 
between the Stem and Word. By contrast, gradient alignment combined with lexical strata 
does predict the initial-dactyl effect within the Stem domain, which could then interact 
with new footing at the Word or Phrase. This difference could, however, only be tested in 
a language with quite long stem constituents. 
 
 5. Conclusion 

 
The essential insight of this analysis is that the rhetorical pattern in Spanish secondary 
stress, with right-alignment of all feet, characterizes the lexical derivation. At the phrasal 
level, a new trochaic foot can be left-aligned with a prosodic phrase that has been 
constructed over an XP, depending on whether the speaker chooses the colloquial or 
rhetorical style.  
 Any serious theory of phonology requires some account of the difference between 
lexical and phrasal patterns. While Hyde and McCord are correct that faithfulness to 

                                                
8 Kager (2012) does account for left-edge extrametricality by replacing the lapse constraints with a 

different approach based on two- to three-syllable windows at either edge of the domain, but as mentioned 
above does not address secondary stress. 
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morphologically defined bases such as (màte)(máti)co will not generate the Spanish data 
with categorical alignment, the answer nonetheless lies in a different type of faithfulness, 
that between the lexical and phrasal components. 
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